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A NOTE ON WEAKLY MTXING FUNCTIONS

S. GLASNER

Abstract. Every almost periodic function is the uniform limit of polynomi-

als of weakly mixing functions. If ® and if are uniformly closed translation

invariant algebras of purely weakly mixing functions and almost periodic

functions respectively, and & is the algebra generated by ® and S7, then

every weakly mixing function in & belongs to 'S.

Let Z be the group of integers. It is well known that a bounded function /

on Z is almost periodic (a.p.) in the sense of Bohr iff there exist a compact

Hausdorff space X, a homeomorphism T of X such that the flow (A", T) is

equicontinuous, a point x0 E X and a continuous function q> on X for which

fin) = rp( T"x0) (n G Z). We say that a function / on Z is minimal (weakly

mixing) if there exist a minimal (minimal and weakly mixing) flow (A", T),

x0 G X, and a continuous function tp on X for which fin) = q>(T"xQ) (n E Z).

The set S of a.p. functions on Z is a uniformly closed, translation invariant

algebra, a fact which corresponds to the existence of a universal minimal

equicontinuous flow, namely the Bohr compactification of Z. This is not the

case with either the set of minimal functions [1], or the set of weakly mixing

(w.m.) functions [5]. However, in the case of minimal functions, there exists a

family of maximal algebras of minimal functions, all isomorphic to each

other, whose union contains all minimal functions [2]. (Their intersection is

the algebra of point distal functions [4].) This corresponds to the existence of

2C idempotents in each of the minimal ideals of the semigroup ßZ, the

Stone-Cech compactification of Z, [6].

Let u be one of these idempotents and let 2l(w) be the corresponding

maximal algebra of minimal functions. Inside 2l(w) there are many maximal

algebras of w.m. functions which are not necessarily isomorphic to each other

[3]. (Their intersection is the algebra of purely weakly mixing functions.) The

following are open questions, (i) Does the algebra generated by all minimal

functions coincide with the algebra of all bounded functions on Z? (ii) Does

the algebra generated by all w.m. functions in 2l(u) coincide with 21(h)?

In this note we show that (1) the algebra generated by all w.m. functions in

2I(m) contains S, the algebra of a.p. functions, and (2) this result does not

hold locally; i.e. there exists a uniformly closed, invariant algebra & c 2I(m)

(we call this simply an algebra) and two nontrivial subalgebras ÍB and ^
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consisting of w.m. and a.p. functions respectively, and yet 'S is not contained

in the algebra generated by all w.m. functions in (S,. In fact we show that for

every purely weakly mixing (p.w.m.) algebra % and every a.p. algebra 'S,

every w.m. function in & = ÍB V S is contained in 'S. We use the notations

and terminology of [3].

Theorem 1. Every almost periodic function is the uniform limit of polynomials

of weakly mixing functions.

Proof. Let (Y, T) be any minimal w.m. metric flow,y0 E Y. Let S = (z E

C: |z| = 1} be the unit circle and let a: Y -» S be a continuous function such

that the flow on X = Y X S defined by T(y, z) = (Ty, o(y)z) is minimal and

w.m. [5]. Let X E S be given and define a new flow on X by T'(y, z) =

(Ty, Xo(y)z). By [3, Proposition 3.2] the orbit closure of (y0, 1) in (X, T') is

w.m. Let tp: X X X ->• 5 be defined by <p((y, z)(y', z')) = z~xz'. Then <p is a

homomorphism of the pointed flow (X, T, (y0, 1)) V (X, T, (y0, 1)) into the

pointed flow (S, Tx, 1) where 7^ is the multiplication by X.

Let (tx and <S^ be the algebras corresponding to the pointed flows

(X, T, (y0, 1)) and (X, T', (y0, 1)) respectively. Then #,, and (^ are w.m. and

the functions X\(n) = A" is in the algebra ^V^. Since the function {xA:

X E S} span S, the proof is completed.

Theorem 2. Let (Y,y0) be a minimal p.w.m. pointed flow and ¡et (Z, z0) be a

minimal equicontinuous pointed flow. Put (X, x0) = ( Y X Z, ( y0, z0)) and let

X—* Y be the projection. Suppose (X, x0)^>(W, w0) is a homomorphism where

(W, vv0) is w.m. Then there exists a homomorphism \p such that the diagram

(x,x0)    A    (r,v0)

(W,w0)

is commutative.

Proof.1 Let ®, % and S be the algebras corresponding to the pointed

flows ( Y, y¿), ( W, w0) and (Z, z0) respectively. We want to show that % c "35

or equivalently that ® V ^ C $. This will follow if we show that for every

/?, q E M (M a minimal ideal in ßZ) p\<$> = ç|® implies /?|<S V ^ = ?|®

V ^u\ Now since <$ is p.w.m, ^> \y % is a w.m. algebra and therefore

disjoint from the almost periodic algebra 'S. Thus, there exists anrGM with

r|S V ^ = p|® V W and ?|f = r|#. We conclude that r|® =/?|$ =

?|® and r|<S V 'S = q\9> V S". By assumption <& V ^ C ® V ^ and

consequently/?!® V ^ = r|® V % = ?|® V 6W-

'I wish to thank the referee for suggesting this "algebraic" proof which is more transparent

than my original proof.
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